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The quest for a new education: 
From oppositional identities to 
creative inquiry 

Types of learning (p. 5)

"By Reproductive I mean an 
approach to education that sees 
the source of knowledge as 
almost exclusively out side the 
knower, and focuses on the 
accurate reproduction of that 
knowledge by the knower."

"By Narcissistic mean an 
approach to education that sees 
the source of knowledge as 
primarily inside the knower. It 
focuses on the expression of the 
knower’s experience and 
inferiority and his or her 
personal growth and 
transformation"

"By Creative Inquiry I mean an 
approach that views inquiry as a 
creative process. In doctoral 
work, the dissertation is defined 
as an original contribution to the 
field. Yet questions of originality 
and, more specifically, the 
creative process involved, are 
hardly ever explicitly addressed"

Words pictures of interst

Veraform appendix as a picture 
of the opposite of desire to do 
creative work with dissertation

The New Age fascination with 
“new science,” from physics to 
chaos theory to cosmology, and 
the development of ever more 
elaborate and omnivorous 
conceptual systems, is 
interesting precisely because it 
represents a desire to articulate 
a new paradigm, largely in 
opposition to the old paradigm 
(p. 8)

image of the tweedy professor 
who is “all up in his head,” and 
whose judgments are made 
seemingly dispassionately by 
cold reason, analysis, and logic

Concepts of the head vs the 
heart

Idea of anti-intelecturalizm Jung’s theory of personality

Creative inquary

A form of thinking that connects 
rather than separates and brings 
together terms and ideas that 
are conventionally thought to be 
separate, unrelated, or polar 
opposites

They see a continuum of human 
behaviors and experiences and 
feel free to move along the 
entire spectrum. In the same 
way, creativity involves seeing 
and navigating an entire 
spectrum rather than seeing 
only oppositions and polarities.

One intriguing etymology of the 
word paradox is, “something 
that is contrary to or conflicts 
with common opinion, 
something that goes against 
expectation.”

Beyond polarizations

Independence of judgment

Reproducers simply reproduce, 
and Narcissists simply express 
how they feel, but Creative 
Inquirers can review and make 
up their own minds in dialogue 
with the field.

Tolerance of ambiguity

Creative Inquirers often 
appreciate unstructured 
situations precisely because 
they see them as an opportunity 
to explore and create

Problem finding

Complexity, asymmetry, 
disorder, the unknown, the 
unexplained, and the edges of 
the paradigm become a source 
of stimulation and possibility, a 
challenge and an opportunity to 
create and make sense of the 
world in one’s own way.

Arlin (1990) highlights three 
more relevant characteristics of 
problem finders:

1. Openness to the possibility 
and reality of change. The 
willingness to remain  open to 
change, and to information  that 
may lead to change, points to an  
ongoing process of self-
transforma tion rather than a 
static, fixed sense of  self and 
world. 

2. Pushing limits, which at times 
can lead to the redefinition of 
those limits. Change and the 
detection of problems  in the 
existing order can lead to push 
ing limits, whether cognitive, 
political,  or personal. Pushing 
limits also leads  to a redefinition 
of those limits as the  person 
develops a new understanding  
of what is and is not possible. 
This  requires courage and the 
willingness  to take risks, hence 
the title of Rollo  May’s classic 
work on creativity, The Courage 
to Create (1994). 

3. A preference for addressing 
core or fundamental issues and 
problems, rather than an 
exclusive focus on detail. 
Creative Inquiry, with its  
ongoing challenging of 
assumptions  and integration of 
the knower into the  process of 
knowing, usually leads to  core 
or fundamental issues even if  
these were not part of the 
original  inquiry.

Complexity and asymmetry Intrinsic motivation

 Amabile’s research (1996), 
which has convincingly shown 
that intrinsic motivation is a key 
factor in creativity, is that 
whether a task is intrinsically 
interesting to us or not is, on 
some level, a personal choice.

Creative inquiry as a frame

The voice

Developing one’s academic 
voice is a fascinating process. 
How we address our colleagues, 
articulate our ideas, express our 
thoughts and feelings and 
intuitions—this is where science 
also embraces art and “self-
making.”

Classroom interaction and 
Creative Inquiry

Creative Inquiry and 
Scholarship: Applications and 
Implications in a Doctoral 
Degree

Musical metaphor

Jazz vs classical western music 
after 1800 Improvisus or unforseen

Knowledge and dissertation

Creativitity

Daimon

Creative inquiry Motivation

Intrinsic motivation

Problem finding

Vs. problem solving
Characteristics of Problem 
Finding (Arlin, 1990)

Openness to the possiblity and 
reality of change Pushing the limits

Preference for addressing core 
or fundamental issues and 
problems, rath than an exclusive 
focus on detail

Stages of creative inquiry Perry 
(1998), Salner (1986)

Dualism

Clear distinction between self 
and external world

Multiplicty

Exposure to pluralistic world 
breakd down absolute 
categories of write and wrong 
and beging to see many 
different perspectives and grey 
areas

Contextual realativism

Interconnectedness
Importance of context and 
paradox

Perils of reductive and 
disjunctive thought Creative inquiry

Creative Inquiry: Confronting the 
challenges of scholarship in the 
21st Century

Reproductive education

Stresses conformity and 
homogeneity Supresses creativivity

Moving from consumers to 
creators

The emerging research on, and 
practices of, creativity can be 
summarized as proposing that:

Creativity is the fundamental 
nature of the Universe, the 
process of creation itself, rather 
than the spark of an occasional 
creator; it is therefore a basic 
‘‘everyday, everyone, 
everywhere’’ human capacity

Creativity is a networked, 
ecological, historical and 
relational process rather than an 
isolated phenomenon

Creativity is paradoxical; in the 
characteristics of the creative 
person, process, product, and 
environment are found 
seemingly incompatible terms: 
for instance creativity requires 
both order and disorder, rigor 
and imagination, hard work and 
play, idea generation and idea 
selection, times of introspection 
and solitude and times of 
interaction and exchange.

Creativity is an emergent 
process arising out of 
interactions of a given system 
and therefore unpredictable


